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ABSTRACT
We have used micrococcal nuclease (MNase)
digestion followed by deep sequencing in order to
obtain a higher resolution map than previously avail-
able of nucleosome positions in the fission yeast,
Schizosaccharomyces pombe. Our data confirm an
unusually short average nucleosome repeat length,
152 bp, in fission yeast and that transcriptional
start sites (TSSs) are associated with nucleosome-
depleted regions (NDRs), ordered nucleosome
arrays downstream and less regularly spaced
upstream nucleosomes. In addition, we found enrich-
ments for associated function in four of eight groups
of genes clustered according to chromatin configur-
ations near TSSs. At replication origins, our data
revealed asymmetric localization of pre-replication
complex (pre-RC) proteins within large NDRs—a
feature that is conserved in fission and budding
yeast and is therefore likely to be conserved in other
eukaryotic organisms.
INTRODUCTION
In eukaryotic organisms, DNA is complexed with histones
and other specialized proteins to form chromatin fibers,
which in turn are folded into chromosomes. Assembly into
chromatin serves to linearly compact the DNA, allowing it
to fit within the nucleus, protects it from damage and
regulates access to genetic information. The basic struc-
tural unit of eukaryotic chromatin is the nucleosome,
which consists of 147 bp of DNA wrapped around a
histone octamer, two each of the four core histones—
H2A, H2B, H3 and H4 (1–3).
We were interested in relationships between chromatin
structure and control of both gene expression and replica-
tion initiation in the fission yeast, Schizosaccharomyces
pombe, which is an important eukaryotic model
organism. We wanted to know whether similar chromatin
architectures at transcriptional start sites (TSSs) are used
for genes encoding proteins involved in similar functions.
We also wanted to learn whether DNA replication origins
have distinctive chromatin architecture.
To obtain information about chromatin structure, we
employed cryo-grinding to liberate well-preserved nuclei
from inside cell walls. Then we used micrococcal
nuclease (MNase) to cut chromatin between nucleosomes,
and we precisely identified the 50-ends of the resulting
mono-nucleosome-sized DNA fragments by next-
generation sequencing (4).
Our new higher resolution data support and extend some
aspects of the findings of a microarray-based analysis
recently reported by Lantermann et al. (5,6), including the
unusually short inter-nucleosome repeat distance [originally
described by Godde and Widom (7)] and ordered arrays of
nucleosomes over transcribed DNA with less regular
spacing upstream. In contrast, our computer-aligned,
deep-sequencing results reveal a more defined and elaborate
composite profile for chromatin near fission yeast DNA
replication origins. Aligned chromatin profiles for TSSs
and replication origins both exhibit potentially fundamental
similarities to, and intriguing differences from, their coun-
terparts in the budding yeast, Saccharomyces cerevisiae.
Among our unique findings is that clustering analysis of
our high-resolution chromatin profiles at TSSs resolves
sets of genes with distinctly associated biological func-
tions. We have also discovered that, at fission yeast repli-
cation origins as in budding yeast (8,9), the proteins of the
pre-replication complex (pre-RC), which are needed to
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initiate DNA replication, are usually bound to DNA at
one side of a large nucleosome-depleted region (NDR).
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Cell growth, nuclear isolation by cryogrinding and
preparation of MNase-cut DNA fragments
For a detailed description of these methods, see Givens
et al. (4). Here we provide a summary. We used S. pombe
strain D18 (10). The cells were grown in minimal medium
[EMM (11)] at 25C. In some cases, cells were fixed with
1.5% formaldehyde for 15min prior to harvest. Cells were
flash-frozen, then ground in liquid nitrogen.
When ready, each gram of ground material was slowly
mixed at 0C into 4ml of In-Nucleo Chromatin Analysis
(INCA) buffer (1.2M Sorbitol, 100mM NaCl, 50mM
HEPES-pH 7.4, 5mM CaCl2, 2mM MgCl2, with 1mM
2-Mercapto-EtOH and 0.5mM spermidine added immedi-
ately prior to use, all at 0C). Intact nuclei and nucleus-
bearing cell fragments were then separated from intact cells,
aggregated cell debris, small cell debris and soluble material
by differential centrifugation. The final washed, crude nuclear
pellets at 0 were resuspended in 1ml of INCA buffer per
5 109 initial cell equivalents at 25C.
Then an equal volume of INCA buffer at 25C contain-
ing 300 U/ml MNase was added, incubation was
continued for 12min, digestion was terminated and
DNA was purified. Mono-nucleosome-sized DNA was
recovered by preparative gel electrophoresis. DNA was
dissolved in TE, pH 8.0, 40 ml per original 1 1010–
4 1010 cell equivalents.
Sequencing and sequence processing
Overall, we prepared four data sets from both log phase
and stationary phase growth: log-fixed narrow (LFN),
log-fixed broad (LFB), log-unfixed narrow (LUN) and
stationary-unfixed narrow (SUN). Nucleosome DNA
was sequenced by an Illumina Genome Analyzer IIx as
described previously (12–14). Sequencing reads were
aligned to the August, 2008, build of the S. pombe
genome (http://www.sanger.ac.uk/Projects/S_pombe/)
using the BowTie algorithm (15) allowing only unique
matches with up to two mismatches.
We processed the data by three methods:
(1) MNase protection was calculated for the data set of
aligned sequence reads by extrapolating (extending)
each read to a final length of 120 nt, then adding up
the number of extended reads crossing each position
in the genome and dividing the number of reads at
each position by the genome-wide average read count
per base pair. This ratio was converted into continu-
ous space (log2 ratio). Each data set was then
standardized at single-base-pair resolution to have a
mean occupancy of 0 and a standard deviation of 1
(Z-score statistic).
(2) Individual nucleosome calls were made using the
template-filtering algorithm (14) with default param-
eters, the seven standard defined templates and a
minimum and maximum allowable nucleosome
width of 80 bp and 200 bp, respectively.
(3) Conditional positioning probability was calculated as
described by (16), using the program ArchTEx (17).
The tag counts were first smoothed using a Gaussian
kernel and absolute position was determined at 1-bp
resolution. Conditional positioning was then
determined by using a 140-bp sliding window across
the genome, with each conditional score determined
as the smoothed read count at the center of the
window divided by the sumof the smoothed-read-count
values within the window at 1-bp resolution (16).
Mappable regions of the genome were determined by
generating a data set containing all possible 36-bp
sequences (12.5 million 36-mer sequences) and aligning
them back to the S. pombe reference genome with
BowTie using the same parameters as our experimental
data sets. The resulting alignment files distinguish those
start coordinates that can be aligned uniquely in the
S. pombe genome (mappable, indicated by ‘1’) from
those that cannot (unmappable, indicated by ‘0’). The
files (called ‘Bowtie Alignment Files’) are available for
each of our experiments at http://www.acsu.buffalo.edu/
mjbuck/Fission_Yeast_chromatin.html.
Cross-correlation coefficients for all of the sequencing
data sets were calculated by determining the Pearson cor-
relation between the forward and reverse sequence read
counts at 1-bp resolution using the program ArchTEx
(17). The reverse reads were shifted 1 bp upstream, and
the cross correlation was calculated between the forward
and reverse reads for all distances up to 1 kb between
forward and reverse reads.
Clustering
K-medioid clusterings were carried out using Cluster
(18,19) using k=8 (Figure 3) or k=10 (Supplementary
Figure S9), with Euclidean distance as the similarity
metric. For Figure 3, the analysis was performed using
windows of 500 bp to +500 bp around TSSs. For
Supplementary Figure S9, in addition to full weight
being given to a window of 500 bp to +500 bp around
each origin center, the next 350 nucleotides on both sides
were assigned weights of 0.5, and the outermost 150 nu-
cleotides on both sides were assigned weights of 0. Raw
data from Cluster were imported into Java TreeView (20)
in order to generate the heat maps and scales.
ArchAlign DNA replication origin alignment
Alignment of MNase protection of origin centers was
performed using the chromatin architecture alignment
algorithm, ArchAlign (21). Alignment was performed
on log2-ratio, 120-bp-extrapolated data from the
LFN sample on 2001-bp windows at 10-bp resolution
with a shifting window size of 1500 bp and reversals
enabled.
Data availability
All of our raw data are available in the NCBI GEO
database, accession number GSE28071. Our processed
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data are also available at http://www.acsu.buffalo.edu/
mjbuck/Fission_Yeast_chromatin.html. In addition to
raw data, processed data, including relative MNase-
protection profiles and template-filtered nucleosome
positions for each of the three chromosomes are provided.
This website also offers scalable graphs for each chromo-
some showing MNase-protection profiles, histone H3
amounts (22,23), pre-RC protein amounts (24) and prob-
ability of in vitro nucleosome formation (12) at each
nucleotide position in the genome. In addition, all
template-filtered nucleosome positions have been integrated




We usedMNase digestion with next-generation sequencing
(MNase-Seq) to map chromatin structure in S. pombe
during both log and stationary phase culture. To accom-
plish this, we developed a cryofixation method to protect
chromatin integrity during isolation in the absence of treat-
ment with a covalent crosslinking agent, such as formalde-
hyde (4). This allowed us to compare formaldehyde-fixed
and unfixed samples. Briefly, we flash-froze cells in liquid
nitrogen (196C), then broke the cell walls at the same
low temperature in a precision-adjustable motorized
mortar-and-pestle grinding device. The nuclei were then
treated with MNase in a specially formulated buffer
which approximates the physiological and hydration state
of the nucleus. The resulting nucleosomal ladder was then
separated on an agarose gel, and the mono-nucleosome-
size band was excised and sequenced using an Illumina
Genome Analyzer II. A narrow band (150–220 bp), or a
broad band (100–300 bp), was excised. Four samples were
sequenced (Supplementary Figure S1): LFN, LFB, LUN
and SUN. Control incubations without MNase
demonstrated the absence both of endogenous nuclease
activity and of significant mechanical shearing by the
cryogrinding procedure (Supplementary Figure S1B).
We suspect that the smears between the bands of the
nucleosome ladders are due to irregular spacings between
nucleosomes in some portions of the genome, combined
with the fact that we intentionally did not digest to
completion.
Nucleosome positions derived from all of these samples
were very similar (Supplementary Figure S2A).
Nevertheless, both biological variations (such as cell
growth rate) and technical variations (such as extent of
MNase digestion (25) or usage of formaldehyde fixation
(4)) may have contributed to the observed deviations in
the extent of MNase protection at each position
(Supplementary Figure S2B). For clarity we have limited
our discussion to our LFN sample and will highlight only
chromatin architectures seen in all four of our experiments.
Since the optimal method for interpreting MNase-Seq
experiments has yet to be clearly demonstrated, we used
four methods to analyze our raw data (See Supplementary
Figure S3 for overview). First, we examined the ends of
the sequence reads on individual strands (Figure 1A). This
representation of the data is completely unprocessed and
is an exact representation of the raw aligned sequencing
output. Second, based on the fission yeast genome
sequence, we used a computer to extrapolate each 36-nt
tag to a total length of 120 nt. Although nucleosomes are
147 nt, we found that extrapolation to 120 nt provided
better demarcation of nucleosome borders with no effect
on occupancy comparisons. Then, we counted the number
of times each unique position in the genome was included
within a 120-nt extrapolated sequence, and we determined
the log2 ratio of this number to the genome average, to
generate a plot of ‘MNase protection’ across the genome
(Figure 1B, orange line). We prefer to use the term
‘MNase protection’ to describe these data rather than ‘nu-
cleosome occupancy’ because MNase protection may
alternatively be conferred by non-nucleosomal protein
complexes or by higher order structure in the largely
intact nuclei. Our third approach was ‘template filtering’,
as recently described by Weiner et al. (14). This method
employs a set of seven templates matching frequently
found distributions of sequence tags at MNase-generated
nucleosome ends to extract information about positions,
sizes and occupancies directly from raw data. Lastly, the
raw data were also converted into conditional nucleosome
positioning probabilities (16). These values represent the
relative probability of a nucleosome at a given position
compared to other positions within a 140-bp window
centered on that position. This measurement is signifi-
cantly different from our MNase protection results,
because it standardizes all locations by the measured
MNase protection (nucleosome occupancy) for that
window. Therefore, a region with low nucleosome occu-
pancy but only one possible nucleosomal configuration
would have a high conditional nucleosome positioning
value. Conditional nucleosome positioning calculations
are also more robust than nucleosome occupancy with
regard to technical differences among MNase-seq experi-
ments, and they allow more accurate comparisons
between datasets derived from different laboratories.
Nucleosome positions in S. pombe are well conserved
between fixed and unfixed cells in log and stationary
growth conditions
As indicated above, the positions of nucleosomes in our
different preparations of S. pombe chromatin were similar,
suggesting extensive conservation of chromatin structure
between log and stationary growth states, regardless of
formaldehyde fixation and regardless of whether the gel
explant defining ‘mononucleosome’ size was narrow or
broad. For this reason, we felt that a database of nucleo-
some positions in all of our experimental samples might
facilitate future chromatin studies in S. pombe. We used
template filtering (see ‘Materials and Methods’ section) to
develop such a database. We also developed a reference
dataset composed of all the nucleosome positions that
were well conserved within our four experimental prepar-
ations (examples in Supplementary Figure S4). Reference
conserved nucleosomes were identified as nucleosome
positions appearing in at least three of our four data sets
and occurring in both log and stationary growth states.
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Both strict (dyads within ±10 bp of each other) and
lenient (dyads within ±10–30 bp) cutoffs were applied.
An average of 72 146 nucleosomes were called for the
S. pombe genome across all four data sets. Approximately
62% (45 089) met at least the lenient criteria for conserva-
tion. This reference nucleosome data set and the four
experimental nucleosome data sets used to compile it are
all available for general use on Pombase (http://www
.pombase.org/).
Nucleosome locations are accurately identified by
MNase-seq at the ade6 locus
To confirm that our approach was able to accurately map
nucleosomes, we examined the previously characterized
ade6 gene region on chromosome 3. The locations of
nucleosomes in this region have been determined by gel
electrophoretic analysis of MNase-generated fragment
sizes (indirect end labeling (5,26–28); and, more recently,
by micro-array analysis (6,29).
Figure 1 demonstrates that our raw and processed data
for this locus (LFN sample) are in excellent agreement
with independent results from earlier studies (5,6) [the
recent MNase-microarray (MNase-chip) results from De
Castro et al. (30) are similar to those of Lantermann et al.
(6) and are not shown here]. The coding region of ade6 is
marked by distinct spikes in tag frequency on the forward
and reverse strands at regular intervals of 130–170 bp,
consistent with the presence of nine positioned nucleo-
somes. The vertical black lines that extend up into
Figure 1A from the arrows in Figure 1B show the
borders of MNase fragments previously determined by
gel electrophoresis and indirect end labeling (5). Note
the excellent correlation between the fragment borders
mapped by indirect end labeling and those identified by
deep sequencing. The orange line in Figure 1B shows the
‘MNase protection’ profile for our LFN sample, and the
dark orange boxes show the nucleosome positions/occu-
pancy calculated by the template filtering algorithm. Note
that the MNase protection profile and template-filtered
nucleosome positions are independently calculated
directly from the raw data without any computational or
plot smoothing.
The pink line shows the results for this region of an
earlier genome-wide study (6), which used hybridization
to microarrays rather than sequencing (MNase-chip). The
fact that our results for the ade6 region, whether expressed
as raw sequence tag counts (Figure 1A) or as MNase pro-
tection or called nucleosomes (Figure 1B), are in excellent
agreement with both the earlier indirect end-labeling
studies [black arrows in Figure 1; (5)] and with the more
recent genome-wide microarray studies [pink line,
Figure 1B; (6)] suggests that our results are also likely to
provide an accurate picture of nucleosome positions else-
where in the genome. However, we note that in some other
regions of the genome, particularly at replication origins,
there is significant disagreement regarding the extent of
nucleosome depletion in NDRs between our results and
the microarray findings of both Lantermann et al. (6)and
De Castro et al. (30). These exceptions will be discussed
below.
Similarities and differences between nucleosomal arrays in
fission and budding yeasts
Previous investigators have shown that both budding and
fission yeasts differ significantly from animals and plants,
because, within arrays of regularly repeating nucleosomes,
they have a relatively short inter-nucleosomal repeat
distance and lack classic linker histones (7,31,32). Despite
their short repeat distances, yeast polynucleosomes can still
condense in vitro into 30-nm chromatin filaments typical of
Figure 1. Chromatin profiles of the S. pombe ade6 gene region. The
horizontal axis and transcription diagram at the bottom of this figure
are common to (A and B). Thick blue bars represent the CoDing
Sequences (CDS) of the indicated genes. The narrow green bars repre-
sent the 50-UTRs of these genes, while the narrow red pointed bars
represent their 30-UTRs. (A) Histogram (vertical orange bars) display-
ing the frequencies (tags at the indicated position per million tags
genome-wide) of 36-nt sequence tags in mononucleosomal DNA
(LFN sample), which map uniquely to the forward (upward scale)
and reverse (downward scale) strands of a 4-kbp region of S. pombe
chromosome 3 centered on the ade6 gene. (B) Profile of MNase pro-
tection (orange line, left-hand vertical axis) defined as the log2 ratio of
the number of 30 extended sequence tags at each nucleotide position to
the genome average (horizontal black, dotted line). The pink line shows
MNase protection based on the microarray signals published by
Lantermann et al. (6). The vertical black arrows and lines mark the
positions of MNase cuts mapped within the ade6 gene by Lantermann
et al. (5) using the traditional indirect-end-labeling method. The hori-
zontal orange boxes represent nucleosome positions, sizes, and occu-
pancy, calculated directly from the LFN sequence-tag data shown in
(A) by the ‘Template Filtering’ algorithm of Weiner et al. (14). The
center of each called nucleosome position is indicated by the vertical
tick mark superimposed on the corresponding box.
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other eukaryotes (3,31). We were therefore interested in
directly comparing the characteristics of nucleosomal
arrays between fission and budding yeasts.
We began our analysis by comparing nucleosome dis-
tributions at TSSs and TTSs between one of our data sets
(LFN) and a similarly prepared dataset from budding
yeast [the BY2 experiment of Weiner et al. (14), in
which mild MNase digestion conditions, similar to ours,
were employed]. Figure 2A depicts MNase-protection
data (orange line, fission yeast; purple line, budding
yeast) averaged over a 2001-bp window centered on the
TSS for 3775 fission yeast genes [TSS coordinates from
(6)] and for 4800 budding yeast genes [coordinates from
(33)]. Figure 2B shows the same regions when the data are
converted into conditional probability of nucleosome
dyad positioning (16). In both yeasts, there is a strong
MNase-protection peak, indicating a positioned ‘+1’ nu-
cleosome, 50 bp downstream of the TSS, as previously
documented in budding yeast (34) and more recently in
fission yeast (6). About 50–100 bp upstream of the TSS,
there is a trough in the protection signal, frequently called
a ‘Nucleosome-Depleted Region’ [NDR; (35)]. The
promoter-associated NDR is itself immediately preceded
by a protection peak consistent with a positioned ‘1’
nucleosome. For the MNase-protection profiles
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Figure 2. Comparison of chromatin at TSSs and TTSs, and nucleosome repeat lengths for fission yeast. (A) Profiles of MNase protection over
2001-bp windows centered on TSSs. Orange line: S. pombe LFN sample. Purple line: S. cerevisiae. The locations and occupancies of the average
nucleosomes flanking TSSs are shown below the curve. (B) Conditional probabilities of nucleosomes flanking TSSs. Conditional positioning is a
measure of the probability of a nucleosome at a particular position compared to the sum of all nucleosomal configurations within 140 bp of that
position. (C) Profiles of MNase protection over 2001-bp windows centered on TTSs with the locations and occupancies of the average nucleosomes.
(D) Conditional probabilities of nucleosomes flanking TTSs. (E) Cross-correlations between forward- and reverse-strand MNase fragment sequence
tags for all four of our samples. Genome-wide Pearson correlation coefficients were determined between the number of forward sequence tags at each
mappable position in the genome and the number of reverse sequence tags at each position downstream for 1000 bp.
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peaks extending in both directions, with declining magni-
tudes, away from both the 1 and +1 nucleosomes. In
fission yeast such a series is found only over the
gene-coding region on the right. However, the conditional
probability profiles (Figure 2B) display a regular array of
nucleosomes both upstream and downstream of the TSS
for both yeasts. It is important to note that the magnitude
of the nucleosome signals is decreased upstream of the
TSS for both yeasts, thus demonstrating that nucleosome
positioning is not as strongly defined upstream as down-
stream of the TSS. In fission yeast the upstream position-
ing is further reduced compared to budding yeast.
Similar to TSSs, transcriptional termination sites
(TTSs) in budding yeast have previously been shown to
have an NDR (13). For fission yeast there is an evident
NDR, but weak evidence for positioned nucleosomes
either upstream or downstream (Figure 2C). In addition,
the NDR for fission yeast is significantly deeper compared
to budding yeast at this level of MNase digestion
(Figure 2C). Conditional positioning results confirm that
nucleosomes are only weakly positioned at TTSs in both
yeasts (Figure 2D).
It is evident from both theMNase protection (Figure 2A)
and the conditional probability data (Figure 2B) that the
spacing between nucleosomes downstream of the TSS is
shorter in fission yeast than in budding yeast. In order to
evaluate the generality of this short repeat length over the
entire fission yeast genome, we performed a genome-wide
cross-correlation analysis of the distances between forward
and reverse strand tags for all of our samples (Figure 2E).
The center of the first peak, at 160–170 bp, is a measure of
the most frequent length of DNA recovered from the
sampled mono-nucleosome gel band. The subsequent
peaks show the most frequent distances to the distal
borders of subsequent nucleosomes. The distances
between these subsequent peaks provide a measure of the
spacing between nucleosome centers. For all of our experi-
ments averaged together, the inter-nucleosome repeat
distance (distance between nucleosome centers) is
152±2bp (95% confidence interval). For budding yeast,
we estimated a 164-bp inter-nucleosome repeat distance by
cross-correlation, demonstrating that the inter-nucleosome
repeat distance in fission yeast is significantly shorter then
budding yeast.
Sets of functionally associated fission yeast genes can be
distinguished based on chromatin profiles near TSSs
To further explore the relationship between chromatin
structure and gene function we used unsupervised
k-medioid clustering analysis on the LFN chromatin data
for regions surrounding TSSs (Figure 3). Of the eight
distinct cluster groups identified, four were significantly
(P< 0.05) enriched for at least one GO slim term process
[a term used by the Gene Ontology consortium (http://
www.geneontology.org/) to describe a biological process]
according to a multiple-testing-corrected hypergeometric
distribution test. Incorporation of our additional data
sets (LFB, LUN and SUN) failed to improve identification
of GO terms. Furthermore, clustering with other values of
k (3< k< 10) had no qualitative effect on the observed
GO slim term enrichments.
In all clusters there is a peak in MNase protection at the
+1 nucleosome and an ordered array of downstream nu-
cleosomes, as observed in the cumulative average plot
(Figure 2A). Upstream of the TSS, each group separates
into unique architectures likely representing different chro-
matin regulatory processes. Cluster 1 is enriched for
ribosome biogenesis (P=9 106) and RNA metabolic
process (P=1 1010). This cluster contains themost con-
sistently positioned 1 nucleosome and the deepest NDR.
Cluster 4 is enriched for conjugation with cellular fusion
(P=9 105) and response to stress (P=8 105).
Cluster 5 is enriched for vesicle-mediated transport
(P=5 106), and cluster 7 is enriched for carbohydrate
metabolic process (P=8 105).
Figure 3. MNase-protection profiles at fission yeast TSSs distinguish
sets of functionally associated genes. The eight data panels represent
groupings defined by k-medioids clustering of TSSs. The analysis was
performed using windows of 500 bp to +500 bp around TSSs. The
number of genes (n) comprising each group is shown. The colors
(blue to black to yellow) denote relative MNase protection according
to the scale at the bottom. Distance from the TSS (vertical dashed
white line) is shown in base pairs on the scale at the top of the
column. Cluster-specific averaged TSS-centered profiles over 2001-bp
windows are shown for each labeled group. Significant (P< 0.05;
multiple testing corrected) enrichments of Gene Ontology (GO) slim
terms for biological processes are shown.
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A deep, wide NDR at fission yeast replication origins
The organization of nucleosomes at DNA replication
origins has recently been elucidated in the budding
yeast, Saccharomyces cerevisiae, by Eaton et al. (9) and
Berbenetz et al. (8). These investigations were facilitated
by the fact that every budding yeast replication origin
contains an essential sequence motif, the T-rich 11-bp
ARS Consensus Sequence [ACS; reviewed in (36)], which
binds to the heterohexameric Origin Recognition Complex
(ORC). Bound ORC in turn helps to recruit the
heterohexameric MiniChromosome Maintenance
(MCM) DNA helicase and other proteins to form the
Pre-RC (37), thus defining a potential replication origin.
When these investigators (8,9) aligned and oriented
>200 budding yeast origins by their ACS motifs, they
found that the averaged MNase protection profile con-
sisted of an NDR of about 130 bp flanked on both sides
by well-positioned nucleosomes each bordering a regular
series of peaks tapering away from the origin. The ACS is
located eccentrically along one slope of the NDR trough,
with its T-rich strand pointing toward the center.
Unfortunately, S. cerevisiae and its close relatives among
the budding yeasts are the only eukaryotic organisms
known to have unique essential origin sequence motifs
(such as the ACS), by which their replication origins can
be aligned. Fission yeast ORC lacks sequence specificity but
instead binds selectively to AT-rich DNA by means of a
multiple-AT-hook domain in its Orc4 subunit (38–41).
Consequently fission yeast replication origins generally cor-
relate with extended zones of exceedingly AT-rich DNA
referred to as ‘AT-islands’ (42) and frequently contain
multiple ORC-binding sites (38,40,41,43,44).
Previous studies have mapped fission yeast origins on
the basis of AT content [‘AT islands’ (42)], on the basis of
extent of DNA synthesis in early S phase measured by
hybridization to probes in a microarray (24,45–47), and
on the basis of ChIP-chip measurements of abundance of
pre-RC proteins (24). Of these methods, only measure-
ments of AT content and of pre-RC protein abundance
have sufficient resolution to localize origins within a few
hundred bp of their true positions. In order to maximize
our chance of success, we decided to combine these two
methods. We identified a set of 217 fission yeast origins
(Supplementary Table S1) that were sufficiently unique in
nucleotide sequence that they were mappable by our
MNase-sequencing method. In addition, each of them
had previously been identified both as an AT island and
as a site of pre-RC binding, and in each case the AT-island
position (42,47) was within 500 bp of the corresponding
pre-RC position (24). Of these origins, 157 were found
to be efficient and early-firing by Hayashi et al. (24),
while the other 60 were found to be inefficient and/or
late-firing.
In an initial attempt to see whether there are any
conserved chromatin features at replication origins, we
aligned these 217 origins by their AT-island positions and
averaged their MNase protection (LFN sample) at each
point in a 2001-bp window centered on their AT islands.
The resulting profile (orange line in Figure 4A) revealed a
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Figure 4. Average distribution profiles of MNase protection, histone
H3, and pre-RC proteins around 217 replication origins. (A) For this
graph, ‘origin centers’ are AT-island positions [Supplementary
Table S1; (42,47)]. The average protection profile for replication
origins aligned by their AT-island positions, but not oriented, is
plotted for the LFN sample (orange line). Average log2 ChIP-chip
signals relative to genome average for histone H3 are also plotted.
The histone H3 data are from Buchanan et al. [(22); blue-gray line]
and Durand-Dubief et al. [(23); purple line]. (B) Orange line: the
average LFN protection profile around origin centers after alignment
by ArchAlign. Blue-gray and purple lines: histone H3 data as in (A),
but centered on ArchAlign-defined origin centers. Magenta, yellow and
green lines: average log2 ChIP-chip signals relative to genome average
for the pre-RC proteins, ORC1, ORC4 and MCM6, respectively. Black
line: predicted nucleosome occupancy, based on algorithm of Kaplan
et al. (12), plotted on left-hand vertical axis. (C) Comparison of NDRs
at origins with those of TSSs and TTSs. Orange line: average log2
MNase protection data for the LFN sample around replication
origins, as in (B). Solid gray line: profile for the LFN data around
TSSs. Dashed gray line: profile for the LFN data around TTSs.
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To test whether alignment by MNase protection rather
than by AT-island position might reveal additional
features, we used the chromatin architecture alignment
method, ArchAlign (21). ArchAlign attempts to align a
set of functionally related chromatin regions by sliding
them sideways and, if necessary, reorienting them, in
order to maximize the similarity for the chromatin data
set across all regions. ArchAlign has been extensively
validated and shown to accurately align S. cerevisiae rep-
lication origins after random shuffling (21). When applied
to this population of 217 well-localized fission yeast
origins, ArchAlign generated interesting results, which
are shown as the orange lines in Figure 4B and C. We
wish to emphasize that ‘origin centers’, which are
aligned at the centers of the horizontal axes in Figure
4B and C, probably have no intrinsic biological
function; they are simply the centers of the regions
which the ArchAlign algorithm selected in order to
maximize the correlation between MNase-protection
profiles at origins.
Comparing the orange LFNMNase protection profile in
Figure 4B and C with that in Figure 4A shows that align-
ment and orientation by chromatin features led to a
narrower and deeper NDR. It also led to peaks and
valleys of lesser magnitude in the regions flanking the
NDR. These features are also evident in the aligned
MNase-protection profiles from our other samples (red,
green and blue lines in Supplementary Figure S6).
Curiously, the major characteristic of the LFN
MNase-protection average origin profile—the deep
NDR—is not evident in the microarray-based MNase-
chip data from Lantermann et al. (6) aligned and plotted
on the same axes (Supplementary Figures S6 and S7, pink
line).While the flanking peaks are present, albeit at reduced
signal level, the NDR itself is far less distinct than that
observed for our fission yeast samples and those seen in
published budding yeast origin chromatin profiles (8,9).
Recently, De Castro et al. (30) published similar MNase-
chip data, on the basis of which they concluded that fission
yeast, unlike budding yeast, does not have NDRs at its
replication origins. An example of an origin (the one at
AT1033) where we detect a pronounced NDR but
Lantermann et al. (6) and De Castro et al. (30) do not is
shown in Supplementary Figure S10A.
We do not know why our fission yeast origin chromatin
profiles, obtained by MNase-seq, reveal pronounced
NDRs, while those of both Lantermann et al. (6) and
De Castro et al. (30), obtained by MNase-chip, do not.
However, the following arguments suggest that NDRs are
true features of fission yeast replication origins:
(1) To independently test for the presence of a NDR at
replication origins we examined histone occupancy
measurements from two recent ChIP-chip data sets
(22,23). The ChIP-chip method relies on immuno-
detection of proteins rather than nuclease protection.
The average profiles for histone H3 distribution at rep-
lication origins (Figure 4A andB, blue–gray and purple
lines) reveal that histones are relatively depleted within
1 kb on both sides of AT islands or origin centers (all
values are less than the genome average, 0 on the left
axis), and the lowest histone abundance is near the
center of the NDR. Depending on the data set, the
average histone depletion at the NDR centers ranges
from 1.4- to 2-fold, relative to the genome average.
(2) Additional Figure 1, which is available as a multi-page
PDF file from http://www.acsu.buffalo.edu/mjbuck/
Fission_Yeast_chromatin.html, shows—for each of
the 217 origins—the data on which the average
profiles in Figure 4 and Supplementary Figure S6
were based. Examination of the histone H3 levels in
Additional Figure 1 reveals that there is significant
histone H3 depletion at every one of the 217 origins;
there is not a single exception.
(3) Figure 4C compares the LFNMNase protection profile
generated around replication origins (orange line) with
the protection profiles, from the same sample and dis-
played at the same scale, around TSSs (solid gray line)
and TTSs (dashed gray line). The fact that the origin
NDR ismuch deeper than the TSS or TTSNDRmeans
that the NDR at origins cannot be explained by
possible overlap between origins and TSSs or TTSs.
(4) The fact that the LFN NDR (Figure 4B and 4C,
orange line from approximately 100 to +180 bp
relative to origin center) coincides with a strong
minimum in the calculated probability of nucleosome
formation [Figure 4B, black line; (12)] is consistent
with the NDR having low nucleosome occupancy. In
other words, the nucleotide sequence at our origin
NDRs is especially unfavorable for nucleosome
formation, so it is not surprising that we detect an
NDR there.
(5) We further confirmed the presence of NDRs at the
majority of origins by determining how many origins
contain an 80-bp or larger gap between neighboring
nucleosomes (based on template-filtered nucleosome
boundaries). Of the 217 origins, 181 (83%) contained
a 80-bp or larger gap while only 49% of random 1-kb
windows contained such gaps. In addition, the nucleo-
some density at origins (4.6 nucleosomes per kb) was
significantly (P< 0.05) lower than the density at
random genomic regions (5.6 nucleosomes per kb).
Asymmetric distribution of pre-RC proteins in fission
yeast replication origin NDRs
A striking feature of our alignment (Figure 4B) is that the
peaks and centers of mass of the average MCM6, ORC1
and ORC4 binding distributions (light-green, magenta and
yellow lines, respectively) are all located to the left of origin
center (Supplementary Table S2), while the center of the
NDR is 44 bp to the right of origin center. Thus, the
pre-RC proteins bind to origins, on average, at distances
of 60–150 bp away from the centers of their NDRs.
To test whether the asymmetric distribution of pre-RC
proteins within the origin NDR (Figure 4B) might be an
artifact of using the ArchAlign algorithm, we aligned
and oriented the same 217 replication origins by an
entirely independent procedure, based primarily on visual
estimation of the position of minimum predicted probabil-
ity of nucleosome formation within the origin [(12);
see Supplementary Materials]. The results, shown in
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Supplementary Figure S8, are strikingly similar to those in
Figure 4B (except for reduced definition of the peaks in
MNase protection flanking the NDR). Thus, the asymmet-
ric location of pre-RC binding within the origin-associated
NDR is a robust observation independent of the method
used to align the origins.
These observations are reminiscent of the finding by
Eaton et al. (9) and Berbenetz et al. (8) that the
ORC-binding site in budding yeast replication origins, the
ACS, is positioned asymmetrically within the origin-
associated NDR. Consistent with the fact that fission
yeast replication origins are larger than those of budding
yeast (48), the distances between the NDR center
and pre-RC binding sites are larger in fission yeast
(60–160bp; Supplementary Table S2) than is the
distance between the ACS and NDR center in budding
yeast [30bp; (8)].
Chromatin architecture at replication origins is
heterogeneous
To further investigate chromatin architecture at fission
yeast replication origins we examined the MNase protec-
tion profiles of three origins that had been well
characterized in previous genetic studies. The lowest
panels (v) in Figure 5 show cartoons of the three fission
yeast DNA replication origins, (A) ars1, (B) ars2004 and
(C) ars3002, and their flanking genes in windows of 3 kbp
surrounding each origin. The pink boxes in panels (v)
show the regions found by genetic analysis to be import-
ant for origin activity within plasmids containing these
DNA stretches (48–50). The smaller, elevated pink boxes
show the sub-regions most important for plasmid origin
activity. The underlying light yellow boxes show positions
where fission yeast ORC binds to DNA in vitro (40,41,43).
There are two or more such binding sites within each
origin. Note that at least one ORC-binding site per
origin corresponds to a region especially important for
origin activity. Thin black vertical guide lines extend
upward from the transcription and origin boundaries in
the bottom panels (v) to the upper panels, which display
the distributions of MNase protection, histones and
pre-RC proteins.
As in Figure 1A, the topmost panels (i) in Figure 5 show
the distributions of MNase-generated sequence tags in the
top and bottom strands of our LFN sample. Panels (i) dem-
onstrate that higher tag frequencies often occur at regular
intervals in both gene and origin regions, suggesting that
nucleosomes (and/or possibly other MNase-resistant struc-
tures) can be relatively well positioned through origin
regions in the LFN sample.
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Figure 5. Chromatin structures of three well-studied replication origins. Each vertical panel shows 3 kb surrounding (A) ars1, (B) ars2004, (C)
ars3002. Panels (i): (orange lines) number of MNase sequence tags per million in the LFN sample. Tags mapping to the top (bottom) strand are
shown above (below) the 0 line. Panels (ii): MNase protection relative to genome average, LFN sample (orange line). Pale pink-orange vertical bars:
regions of reduced mappability due to sequence repetitions. Black line: predicted nucleosome occupancy, based on algorithm of Kaplan et al. (12),
right-hand scale. Panels (iii): ChIP-chip signal ratios relative to genome average for histone H3. Data from Buchanan et al. [(22); blue-gray line] and
Durand-Dubief et al. [(23); purple line]. Panels (iv): ChIP-chip signal ratios for ORC1 (magenta triangles), ORC4 (inverted yellow triangles) and
MCM6 (yellow–green crosses). Data from Hayashi et al. (24). Panels (v): coding regions (thick blue bars), 50-UTRs (thin green bars) and 30-UTRs
(thin red bars) of the genes flanking the depicted origins. Pink boxes: regions defined genetically as important for ARS activity; upper boxes show
small especially important regions. Lower, yellow boxes: in vitro ORC binding sites. Small orange minus and plus signs: positions of origin centers
and orientations according to ArchAlign (21). Double-headed light cyan arrows in (Av) and (Bv): positions from which replication forks diverge
(51,52). Thin black vertical guide lines: boundaries of TSSs, TTSs and genetically defined origins. See the main text for details.
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The MNase protection profiles generated by our LFN
sample (orange lines in panels ii) suggest average levels of
MNase protection across most of ars1 (Figure 5A) and
ars2002 (Figure 5B) but reduced MNase protection across
most of ars3002 (Figure 5C). In other words, althoughmost
of ars3002 appears to be a NDR, and there is a small NDR
at the right end of ars2004, noNDR is evident in theMNase
protection profile for ars1. The fact that ars1 does not
display an NDR in its MNase protection profile is
somewhat surprising, because ChIP-chip measurements of
histone H3 (panels iii) indicate that all of ars1 has less H3
than genome average. The other two origins, ars2004 and
ars3002, are also deficient in histoneH3.As indicated above,
Additional Figure 1 (available at http://www.acsu.buffalo
.edu/mjbuck/Fission_Yeast_chromatin.html) shows that
every one of the 217 origins we studied is deficient in
histone H3.
Functional replication origins must recruit the pre-RC
protein complexes, ORC and MCM. In 2007, Hayashi
et al. (24) reported ChIP-chip measurements of the
relative abundances of the Orc1, Orc4 and Mcm6
proteins throughout the fission yeast genome. Their
results for the abundances of these three proteins in ars1,
ars2004, and ars3002 are shown in panels (iv) of Figure 5.
All three of these pre-RC proteins were detected at levels
above the genome average (indicated by the horizontal
dotted line at 0, left-side axis) at all three origins (24).
Additional Figure 1 shows that the same is true for each
of our other 217 studied origins.
Aside from paucity of histone H3 and elevated levels of
pre-RC proteins, these three origins do not appear to have a
shared chromatin architecture. To further examine the
extent of heterogeneity at fission yeast origins,we performed
k-medioids clustering to divide the 217 origins, after align-
ment by ArchAlign, into groups based on their MNase-
protection profiles. The heat map in Supplementary
Figure S9 shows clustering into 10 groups and illustrates
the heterogeneity of chromatin architecture at these
origins. This heterogeneity is further emphasized by
comparing the MNase-resistance, histone H3 and pre-RC
protein profiles surrounding all 217 origins (Additional
Figure 1; http://www.acsu.buffalo.edu/mjbuck/
Fission_Yeast_chromatin.html). Supplementary Table S3
lists all 217 origins, within their cluster groups, in their
heat-map order (top to bottom). Although nearly all
origins have a strong NDR in their MNase protection
profiles, close to their origin centers, a small subset
(including ars1) do not.
Although regularly spaced nucleosomes flanking the
NDR, which are a prominent feature of budding yeast
replication origins (8,9), are not evident in Supplementary
Figure S9, nucleosomes do appear to be located preferen-
tially in the vicinities of the dark orange vertical lines. It is
evident from Supplementary Figure S9 that the peaks in
the orange MNase-protection profile in Figure 4B and C
are due to preferential nucleosome positioning in some,
but not all, cluster groups.
We found no significant enrichment for early- or
late-firing origins in any of the cluster groups, irrespective
of the number of clusters (5–10). These findings suggest
that origin activity (early/late) is probably not determined
solely by nucleosome position and occupancy in fission
yeast. Further analysis with additional chromatin data
sets (for example, histone modifications) will be needed
to determine the extent to which origin activity is depend-
ent on chromatin architecture.
DISCUSSION
Unusually short inter-nucleosome repeat length
We found the average S. pombe inter-nucleosome repeat
length (Figure 2) to be 152±2bp (95% confidence
interval), which is within experimental error of the
154 bp measured by Lantermann et al. (6) using micro-
array analysis of nucleosome-size DNA. It is also close
to the interval reported by Godde and Widom
[156±2bp; (7)] based on measurement of the distances
between peaks in gel-electrophoretic nucleosome ladders.
All of these measurements are somewhat shorter than
the inter-nucleosome distance for budding yeast
[164–167 bp; our group and (2,6)] and much shorter than
the typical inter-nucleosome repeat length for vertebrates
[180–210 bp; (2)], although rabbit cerebral cortical
neurons and ox glial neurons have a yeast-like
inter-nucleosome repeat [162 bp; (2)]. So far as we are
aware, S. pombe, along with another fungus [Aspergillus
nidulans; (2)] has the shortest inter-nucleosome repeat
length of any eukaryotic organism.
The short inter-nucleosome repeat length in fission
and budding yeasts is probably related to their lack of
bulk ‘linker’ histones similar to mammalian H1 or avian
H5. The short repeat length likely contributes to the
ability of yeast poly-nucleosomes to form ‘‘higher order
structures’’ (such as 30-nm fibers) (31,53–55) in the
absence of linker histones in vitro, while vertebrate
poly-nucleosomes can only do so in their presence.
The distinctively short segments of linker DNA between
yeast nucleosomes would present only a minimal electro-
repulsive or steric barrier to inter-nucleosomal packing
interactions (31). In contrast, the greater length of
DNA separating vertebrate nucleosomes may necessitate
linker-histone binding to bring core particles close
enough together to permit inter-nucleosome packing
interactions.
Weakly arrayed nucleosomes upstream and strongly
arrayed nucleosomes downstream of NDRs at TSSs
Figure 2 shows that nucleosomes downstream of TSSs are
strongly positioned in an organized array, while upstream
nucleosomes are weakly positioned. The upstream pos-
itioning is so weak that it was evident only when we
analyzed our data by examining conditional positioning
probability. Although our conditional positioning
analysis identified a slight positioning signal upstream of
TSSs for all of our samples, in every case the upstream
positioning signals pale in comparison to the robust pos-
itioning signals downstream of TSSs (Supplementary
Figure S2A). Our results are in contrast to those of
Lantermann et al. (6), who used DNA-microarray hybrid-
ization and did not observe any nucleosome positioning at
all upstream of TSSs. It is likely that our use of
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next-generation sequencing and samples fromhighly intact,
cryo-fixed nuclei allowed us to detect the weak upstream
positioning signals.
An NDR at TTSs
We also found a lack of regular nucleosomal arrays in the
vicinity of TTSs (Figure 2C and D), either upstream (over
genes) or downstream (intergenic). However, NDRs were
evident slightly downstream of TTSs. The ‘valleys’ at these
NDRs were seen in all of our data sets (Supplementary
Figure S5) and were as deep as or deeper than the NDRs
at the TSSs in the same sample (Supplementary
Figure S2B). Interestingly, Lantermann et al. (6),
who used a more extensive MNase digestion, did not
detect significant NDR valleys at TTSs (their Supple-
mentary Figure S5b). We are confident in our results,
which are consistent with budding yeast, but the reasons
for this difference between our results and those of
Lantermann et al. (6) deserve further investigation in
the future.
Ribosomal biogenesis genes have similar chromatin
architectures in budding and fission yeast
The most striking chromatin profiles are those around the
TSSs of cluster #1 (Figure 3). These display especially
deep and wide NDRs and obvious 1 and+1 nucleosome
signals. They are strongly (P=9 106) associated with
the GO slim term, ‘ribosome biogenesis’. Similar profiles
are also evident at a cluster of budding yeast genes that is
also associated (P=6 1014) with the GO slim term,
‘ribosome biogenesis’ (35). The fact that the chromatin
profiles around genes involved in making ribosomes are
so well preserved in distantly related fission and budding
yeasts suggests that similar profiles may also be present
around ribosome biogenesis genes in other eukaryotic
organisms. The reasons for these similarities are unclear
but present an interesting example of possible evolution-
ary conservation of chromatin architecture.
NDRs at replication origins are more easily detected by
histone immunoprecipitation than by MNase sensitivity
Our measurements of MNase protection in the vicinity of
DNA replication origins revealed considerable heterogen-
eity. Although most replication origins were associated
with a NDR, which in some cases was unusually large,
some origins were not so associated (Supplementary
Figure S9). These included ars1 (Figure 5A). The
average NDR for all 217 origins proved to be significantly
wider and deeper than the average NDRs for TSSs and
TTSs (Figure 4C).
Interestingly, results of the two previously published
genome-wide studies of MNase protection in fission
yeast (both of which employed MNase-chip rather than
MNase-seq) suggest that replication origins are only rarely
associated with NDRs (6,30). In most regions of the
genome, our MNase-protection profiles (obtained by
MNase-seq) are similar to the MNase-protection results
obtained by MNase-chip (example in Figure 1). It is pri-
marily at replication origins that the two types of study
are in disagreement (Supplementary Figure S7). The
disagreement is only partial, because all three studies
concur that some origins (such as ars1) are not associated
with NDRs. Furthermore, we have done a genome-wide
comparison of the MNase-chip data from Lantermann
et al. (6) with our MNase-seq results, and we have
found that at a few origins the NDR detected by
Lantermann et al. is at least as wide and deep as the
NDR that we detected. The origin at AT1015 is an
example (Supplementary Figure S10B). Although we
have not done an extensive comparison of our data with
the results from De Castro et al. (30), we note that the
MNase protection results from De Castro et al. are very
similar to those from Lantermann et al., so we predict that
there will prove to be similar examples of concurrence
between our data and the results of De Castro et al. at a
few replication origins. In summary, all three data sets
detect NDRs at a subset of replication origins. That
subset is much larger (most origins) in our case than in
the other two cases (only a few origins), but the difference
is one of degree.
In contrast to the variable proportion of
NDR-associated replication origins when the presence or
absence of nucleosomes is assayed by MNase protection,
two studies employing an alternative method for detecting
nucleosome abundance—immunoprecipitation of chroma-
tin fragments containing histone H3 followed by micro-
array analysis of the DNA from those H3-containing
fragments (ChIP-chip)—suggest that all of the 217 origins
that we studied coincide with apparently histone-depleted
regions (22,23). Results from these two studies are plotted
in panels (iii) of Figure 5. Note in Figure 5A that ars1
appears to be histone-deficient throughout its length, even
though an NDR is not evident in its MNase protection
profile. The histone H3 results, along with our
MNase-seq results and the MNase-chip results of
Lantermann et al., are plotted for each of the 217 origins
in Additional Figure 1 (a multi-page PDF file available at
http://www.acsu.buffalo.edu/mjbuck/Fission_Yeast_
chromatin.html). Every one of the 217 origins is associated
with a histone-H3-deficient region, even if it is not
associated with an NDR.
Thus there is significant disagreement between methods
based on MNase protection and methods based on histone
immunoprecipitation with regard to histone levels at
replication origins. It is not yet entirely clear which set of
results is closer to the truth, because neither type of method
is free from uncertainties. For example, non-histone-
containing protein complexes (such as the pre-RC
proteins) could confer MNase protection within a region
lacking nucleosomes. As a counter example, proteins
binding to the surfaces of nucleosomes could shield
histone H3 within nucleosomes from detection by
antibodies.
We acknowledge these uncertainties, but we think that
the evidence provided by immunoprecipitation—suggest-
ing that replication origins in fission yeast are consistently
deficient in nucleosomes—is more likely to be correct, for
the following reason. Several years ago, Kaplan et al. (12)
measured the probability of in vitro nucleosome forma-
tion (in the absence of transcription factors, using only
purified calf thymus histones and naked budding yeast
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DNA) throughout the budding yeast genome. Then they
developed a computer algorithm to predict such probabil-
ity in any other genome based on its DNA sequence. We
have applied that algorithm to the fission yeast genome,
and we have found that every one of our 217 studied
origins is unlikely, in the absence of other factors, to be
a good substrate for nucleosome formation (thin black
line in Figures 4B and 5, Supplementary Figures S6–S8
and Additional Figure 1). In our view, the consistency
between the low predicted probability of nucleosome for-
mation at every origin and the immunoprecipitation meas-
urement indicating low histone density at every origin
outweighs the variable, inconsistent extent of MNase pro-
tection at origins, measured either by MNase-seq or
MNase-chip.
The disparities among studies cited in the preceding
paragraphs raise two very interesting questions. First,
what are the features of fission yeast replication origins
that lead to disagreements between ChIP-chip measure-
ments of histone abundance on the one hand and
MNase-protection measurements of nucleosome abun-
dance on the other? Second, what are the features of
fission yeast replication origins that lead to conflict
between MNase-protection analyses by MNase-seq and
by MNase-chip? The answers to these questions, when
obtained, will undoubtedly reveal interesting properties
of fission yeast replication origins and possibly of all
eukaryotic replication origins.
Correlation between NDR and pre-RC positions at fission
yeast DNA replication origins
We used the recently developed computer algorithm,
ArchAlign (21) to generate a high-quality alignment of
MNase protection profiles at fission yeast replication
origins (Figure 4B and 4C). The results from this method
were reinforced by similar results obtained by alignment to
preRC-proximal AT-islands (Figure 4A) and by an inde-
pendent alignment by eye (Supplementary Figure S8). All
three alignments reveal that the average fission yeast repli-
cation origin contains a substantial NDR (when measured
by MNase-seq) that is much wider and deeper than the
NDRs associated (in our experiments) with TSSs and
TTSs (Figure 4C). The incorporation of published
ChIP-chip data into both our ArchAlign and visual origin
centering analyses permitted us to further conclude that
proteins of the pre-RC (ORC and MCM; (24)) are
maximally bound at one edge of the NDR, 60-160 bp
away from its center (Figure 4B, Supplementary
Figure S8, and Supplementary Table S2).
The above conclusions apply to fission yeast replication
origins on average. Figure 5 and Additional Figure 1,
Supplementary Figure S9 show that in fact there is a
great deal of heterogeneity in the MNase protection
profiles of individual fission yeast replication origins.
That alignment of these heterogeneous origins permitted
the conclusions listed in the preceding paragraph suggests
that chromatin-structure-based alignment of multiple
origins in other eukaryotic organisms (such as vertebrates,
which, like fission yeast, lack conserved origin sequence
motifs) may also reveal interesting origin features.
Comparison with budding yeast replication origins
Detailed comparison of our measurements of chromatin
architecture near fission yeast replication origins (Figure 4
and Supplementary Figure S9) with corresponding meas-
urements by Eaton et al. (9) and Berbenetz et al. (8) for
budding yeast origins reveal two features that are similar
and therefore may be evolutionarily conserved and several
features that differ between these two very distantly
related yeasts. The similar features include (i) a wide,
deep NDR at most origins and (ii) the fact that pre-RC
proteins bind at one side of this NDR. Differences include
(i) arrays of regularly spaced nucleosomes on both sides of
the budding yeast origin NDR but irregularly spaced
nucleosomes flanking the fission yeast origin NDR,
(ii) greater width of the fission yeast NDR and (iii) the
presence of a second NDR about two nucleosomes’ width
beyond the primary NDR at a majority of fission yeast
origins (Supplementary Figure S9), while only a minority
of budding yeast origins have a second NDR (8).
The fact that fission and budding yeast replication
origins are both characterized by the binding of pre-RC
proteins to one side within an NDR and that they diverged
from each other near the time when fungi diverged from
animals (56) suggests the possibility that animal replication
origins may also share this potentially functionally relevant
configuration. In this context, it is interesting that recent
studies (57,58) revealed that ORC binds to regions of low
predicted and actual nucleosome occupancy in both
fruit-fly and Chinese-hamster cells. Although these
studies lacked sufficient resolution to permit determination
of the positions of ORC in the vicinity of NDRs, the
accelerating advance of technology promises adequate
resolution and scope will be achieved in animal studies
within the near future. Even now it is possible to infer
that, in all these cases (budding yeast, fission yeast and
animals), regions of low nucleosome occupancy are more
likely to serve as replication origins, probably because
pre-RC proteins can better compete with nucleosomes
for binding to DNA within such regions (8,9,57,58).
SUPPLEMENTARY DATA
Supplementary Data are available at NAR Online:
Supplementary Tables 1–3, Supplementary Figures
1–10, Supplementary Methods and Supplementary
Reference [59].
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